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Extended Abstract

Research on machine learning models for affective shared perception, social cue,
and crossmodal conflict learning generates a high demand for large data sets of
accurately annotated and unbiased training samples While many existing data
sets rely on freely available “in-the-wild” video material or paid actors, using
fully controlled virtual avatars has a series of advantages: 1) Once scripted,
virtual avatars and environments can be automatically varied and randomized
to generate any desired number of training samples. 2) Generated video material
can be automatically annotated with the exact time point of avatar behavior,
e.g., exact information about the gaze target, the position of hands and body
pose, obviating the tedious hand-annotation process. 3) The generated behavior
is fully controllable, allowing a detailed analysis of the contribution of different
behaviors to machine learning and participant study results. 4) Full control over
biases, e.g., actor appearance and positioning in a scene can be controlled and
balanced, unwanted behavior can be excluded.
To this end, we suggest a fully scriptable framework for shared perception
and social cue learning with highly-realistic virtual avatars, realized in Blender1
and Python, for easy integration with established machine learning toolkits. The
framework is centered around a table-scenario with up to 4 simulated persons
(avatars), with optional objects on the table, that can serve as a focus for shared
perception. Furthermore, robot models can be directly integrated and simulated
within the framework for embodied and cognitive robots. The behaviors of the
avatars include: different facial expressions as affective cues; realistic gaze shift as
a combined eye and head motion, different types of gestures like pointing, social
signaling, and beat gestures during talking; talking-animations; body pose for
social cues and idle-animations for more realistic and life-like appearance; finally
spatialized sound is included for sound source-based attention mechanisms. The
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avatars offer a diverse appearance with regard to gender, age, body shape, skin
color, hairstyle, and clothing.
The easily scriptable framework closes a gap in existing datasets for affective shared perception and social cue integration as it allows quick development, training, and analysis of complex, sample-intensive, state-of-the-art machine learning models.

Fig. 1. Virtual avatars in a meeting scenario. The second, third, and rightmost avatar
are focused on the leftmost avatar. Different facial expressions, gaze directions, gestures,
and body postures as social cues indicate this shared attention. Usage of the same
avatars can help to exclude biases.

